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Octave/Matlab Primer and Applications
This report provides a user guide for the Compressible
Flow Toolbox, a collection of algorithms that solve
almost 300 linear and nonlinear classical
compressible flow relations. The algorithms,
implemented in the popular MATLAB programming
language, are useful for analysis of one-dimensional
steady flow with constant entropy, friction, heat
transfer, or shock discontinuities. The solutions do not
include any gas dissociative effects. The toolbox also
contains functions for comparing and validating the
equation-solving algorithms against solutions
previously published in the open literature. The
classical equations solved by the Compressible Flow
Toolbox are: isentropic-flow equations, Fanno flow
equations (pertaining to flow of an ideal gas in a pipe
with friction), Rayleigh flow equations (pertaining to
frictionless flow of an ideal gas, with heat transfer, in
a pipe of constant cross section.), normal-shock
equations, oblique-shock equations, and PrandtlMeyer expansion equations. At the time this report
was published, the Compressible Flow Toolbox was
available without cost from the NASA Software
Repository. Melcher, Kevin J. Glenn Research Center
NASA/TM-2006-214086, E-15423 WBS 22-714-92-56

Practical Guide to MIMO Radio Channel
Author Craig Lents 1st edition of Learning to
Program with MATLAB: Building GUI Tools teaches the
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core concepts of computer programming, such as
arrays, loops, function, basic data structures, etc.,
using MATLAB. The text has a focus on the
fundamentals of programming and builds up to an
emphasis on GUI tools, covering text-based programs
first, then programs that produce graphics. This
creates a visual expression of the underlying
mathematics of a problem or design.

Finite Element Applications
Initial training in pure and applied sciences tends to
present problem-solving as the process of elaborating
explicit closed-form solutions from basic principles,
and then using these solutions in numerical
applications. This approach is only applicable to very
limited classes of problems that are simple enough for
such closed-form solutions to exist. Unfortunately,
most real-life problems are too complex to be
amenable to this type of treatment. Numerical
Methods – a Consumer Guide presents methods for
dealing with them. Shifting the paradigm from formal
calculus to numerical computation, the text makes it
possible for the reader to · discover how to escape the
dictatorship of those particular cases that are simple
enough to receive a closed-form solution, and thus
gain the ability to solve complex, real-life problems; ·
understand the principles behind recognized
algorithms used in state-of-the-art numerical
software; · learn the advantages and limitations of
these algorithms, to facilitate the choice of which preexisting bricks to assemble for solving a given
problem; and · acquire methods that allow a critical
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assessment of numerical results. Numerical Methods –
a Consumer Guide will be of interest to engineers and
researchers who solve problems numerically with
computers or supervise people doing so, and to
students of both engineering and applied
mathematics.

An Engineer's Guide to MATLAB
This is a short, focused introduction to MATLAB, a
comprehensive software system for mathematical
and technical computing. It contains concise
explanations of essential MATLAB commands, as well
as easily understood instructions for using MATLAB's
programming features, graphical capabilities,
simulation models, and rich desktop interface. Written
for MATLAB 7, it can also be used with earlier (and
later) versions of MATLAB. This book teaches how to
graph functions, solve equations, manipulate images,
and much more. It contains explicit instructions for
using MATLAB's companion software, Simulink, which
allows graphical models to be built for dynamical
systems. MATLAB's new "publish" feature is
discussed, which allows mathematical computations
to be combined with text and graphics, to produce
polished, integrated, interactive documents. For the
beginner it explains everything needed to start using
MATLAB, while experienced users making the switch
to MATLAB 7 from an earlier version will also find
much useful information here.

MATLAB For Dummies
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"MATLAB is a high-level language and interactive
environment for numerical computation, visualization,
and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze
data, develop algorithms, and create models and
applications. The language, tools, and built-in math
functions enable you to explore multiple approaches
and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or
traditional programming languages"--

Report Generator for Use with MATLAB®
and Simulink®
This textbook demonstrates the application of the
finite element philosophy to the solution of real-world
problems and is aimed at graduate level students, but
is also suitable for advanced undergraduate students.
An essential part of an engineer’s training is the
development of the skills necessary to analyse and
predict the behaviour of engineering systems under a
wide range of potentially complex loading conditions.
Only a small proportion of real-life problems can be
solved analytically, and consequently, there arises the
need to be able to use numerical methods capable of
simulating real phenomena accurately. The finite
element (FE) method is one such widely used
numerical method. Finite Element Applications begins
with demystifying the ‘black box’ of finite element
solvers and progresses to addressing the different
pillars that make up a robust finite element solution
framework. These pillars include: domain creation,
mesh generation and element formulations, boundary
conditions, and material response considerations.
Readers of this book will be equipped with the ability
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to develop models of real-world problems using
industry-standard finite element packages.

MATLAB: MATLAB notebook for user's
guide
This book is written for people who love MATLAB and
Fibonacci numbers. One of the objectives of writing
this book is to introduce MATLAB and Fibonacci
numbers to students in high schools. The material
presented is very easy and simple to understand -written in a very simplified manner. The book is
divided into two parts - A review of MATLAB is
presented in the first part. This is followed by a
presentation of Fibonacci numbers and the Golden
Ratio in the second part. The topics covered in the
book include symbolic computing with MATLAB,
solving equations with MATLAB, MATLAB functions,
graphs in MATLAB, Fibonacci numbers, The Golden
Ratio, Properties of the Golden Ratio, Lucas numbers,
Generalizations of Fibonacci numbers, and Random
Fibonacci numbers. The book includes numerous Mfiles written specifically to compute different kinds of
Fibonacci sequences and the Golden Ratio. The
author has been using MATLAB for the past seventeen
years and is the author of the best selling books
"MATLAB for Beginners" and "MATLAB Guide to Finite
Elements".

MATLAB Manual
MATLAB offers numeric and symbolic computation,
visualization and application-specific tools, with
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applications across engineering, science, matematics
and technical disciplines. This edition offers students
access to the MATLAB technical computing
environment, for use on his/her personal computer.

Modern Power System Analysis
User Guide for Compressible Flow
Toolbox Version 2.1 for Use With
MATLAB(Registered Trademark); Version
7
MATLAB is an interactive system for numerical
computation that is widely used for teaching and
research in industry and academia. It provides a
modern programming language and problem solving
environment, with powerful data structures,
customizable graphics, and easy-to-use editing and
debugging tools. This third edition of MATLAB Guide
completely revises and updates the best-selling
second edition and is more than 30 percent longer.
The book remains a lively, concise introduction to the
most popular and important features of MATLAB and
the Symbolic Math Toolbox. Key features are a tutorial
in Chapter 1 that gives a hands-on overview of
MATLAB; a thorough treatment of MATLAB
mathematics, including the linear algebra and
numerical analysis functions and the differential
equation solvers; and a web page at
http://www.siam.org/books/ot150 that provides
example program files, updates, and links to MATLAB
resources. The new edition contains color figures
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throughout; includes pithy discussions of related
topics in new ?Asides" boxes that augment the text;
has new chapters on the Parallel Computing Toolbox,
object-oriented programming, graphs, and large data
sets; covers important new MATLAB data types such
as categorical arrays, string arrays, tall arrays, tables,
and timetables; contains more on MATLAB workflow,
including the Live Editor and unit tests; and fully
reflects major updates to the MATLAB graphics
system. This book is suitable for both beginners and
more experienced users, including students,
researchers, and practitioners.

An Introduction to Reservoir Simulation
Using MATLAB/GNU Octave
Learning to Program with MATLAB:
Building GUI Tools
Matlab
This user guide serves as a companion to Digital
Spectral Analysis, Second Edition (Dover Publications,
2019), illustrating all the text's techniques and
algorithms, plus time versus frequency analysis. The
spectral demonstrations use MATLAB software that
encompasses the full experience from inputting signal
sources, interactively setting technique parameters
and processing with those parameters, and choosing
from a variety of plotting techniques to display the
results. The processing functions and scripts have
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been coded to automatically handle sample data that
is either real-valued or complex-valued, permitting
the user to simply modify the demonstration scripts to
input their own data for analysis. Four integrated
software categories support the demonstrations.
These are the main MATLAB spectral demonstration
scripts, supporting MATLAB plotting scripts, MATLAB
processing functions listed in this guide, and signal
sample data sources. Scripts and demonstration data
files can be found on the Dover website for free
downloading; see the Introduction for details.

A Matlab Program and User's Guide for
the Fractionally Cointegrated VAR Model
This book is an expansion of the previous book, GNU
Octave Primer for Beginners. This book inherits the
first two chapters of the latter but enhanced with
additional details and two more chapters, one on
numerical methods and another on application of
Octave/Matlab to numerous chores and games. The
book is applicable to both Octave and Matlab users.
Added also are exercise problems and answers
showing how to use Octave and Matlab to solve the
problems. The source programs in the book are all
easily transferable to user's computer by copy/paste
from a companion website. Numerical methods
introduced in this book are essence of numerical
analysis. Although brief and mostly elementary, it also
includes numerical solutions of ODE and PDE. The last
chapter shows how to apply Octave/Matlab to both
business and fun projects, including mortgage
payment finder, dice game, Sudoku solution and
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plotting of fractals. More detail of the book is available
at http: //octave.ismr.us

Strategic Asset Allocation in Fixed
Income Markets
This book explores numerical implementation of Finite
Element Analysis using MATLAB. Stressing interactive
use of MATLAB, it provides examples and exercises
from mechanical, civil and aerospace engineering as
well as materials science. The text includes a short
MATLAB tutorial. An extensive solutions manual offers
detailed solutions to all problems in the book for
classroom use. The second edition includes a new
brick (solid) element with eight nodes and a onedimensional fluid flow element. Also added is a review
of applications of finite elements in fluid flow, heat
transfer, structural dynamics and electro-magnetics.
The accompanying CD-ROM presents more than fifty
MATLAB functions.

Digital Spectral Analysis MATLAB®
Software User Guide
A Guide to MATLAB
MATLAB is a high-level language and problem-solving
environment used across all the STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields and
commonly adopted for use in colleges around the
world. The computational tools within the software
are powerful and can be easy to use with experience,
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but a comprehensive and easy-to-use manual is an
essential introduction. MATLAB For Dummies is a
painless introduction to one of the most popular
software tools for numerical computation,
visualization, and programming and will cover
everything a student or new professional would need
to get started. Updates: Different user interface since
previous edition, so all-new screenshots & updated
procedures A guide to the 2020 & 2021 updates in
MATLAB New chapter on working with live scripts New
chapter on working with live functions New chapter on
designing & using classes New chapter on creating
apps New chapter on building projects

Primary MATLAB® for Life Sciences:
Guide for Beginners
MATLAB is an interactive system for numerical
computation that is widely used for teaching and
research in industry and academia. This second
edition of MATLAB Guide revises and updates the first,
whilst remaining a lively, concise introduction to the
important features of MATLAB 7 and the Symbolic
Math Toolbox.

MATLAB: New features guide, version 4.0
This book provides an excellent reference to the
MIMO radio channel In this book, the authors
introduce the concept of the Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) radio channel, which is an intelligent
communication method based upon using multiple
antennas. Moreover, the authors provide a summary
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of the current channel modeling approaches used by
industry, academia, and standardisation bodies.
Furthermore, the book is structured to allow the
reader to easily progress through the chapters in
order to gain an understanding of the fundamental
and mathematical principles behind MIMO. It also
provides examples (i.e. Kroenecker model,
Weicheselberger model, geometric and deterministic
models, and ray tracing), system scenarios, tradeoffs, and visual explanations. The authors explain and
demonstrate the use and application of these models
at system level. Key Features: Provides a summary of
the current channel modeling approaches used by
industry, academia and standardisation bodies
Contains experimental and measurement based
results Provides a comprehensive down to earth
approach with concise and visual explanations of
MIMO Radio Channel Covers a variety of system
scenarios and explains the trade-offs involved in each
Accompanying website containing MATLAB code and
solutions to related problems
http://www.tim.brown76.name/MIMObook) Practical
Guide to the MIMO Radio Channel with MATLAB
examples is an invaluable reference for R&D
engineers and professionals in industry requiring
familiarisation with the concept, and engineers
entering the field or working in related fields seeking
an introduction to the topic. Postgraduate and
graduate students will also find this book of interest.

Financial Derivatives Toolbox
MATLAB is a very powerful, high-level technical
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computing language used by mathematicians,
scientists and engineers to solve problems in a wide
range of application areas. It also comes with several
toolboxes to solve most common problems. The book
introduces MATLAB programming in simple language
with numerous examples that help clarify the
concepts. It is designed to enable readers develop a
strong working knowledge of MATLAB and acquire
programming skills to write efficient programs. The
book is suitable for undergraduate and postgraduate
engineering students, researchers and professionals
who wish to learn this language quickly and more
conveniently. The readers after going through this
book will be able to write their own programs to solve
scientific and engineering problems of varying
complexity. KEY FEATURES : Use of system
commands and problem-solving techniques in
command windows is explained in simple and clear
language. Handling of arrays and matrices, which are
the main entities in MATLAB environment, is
discussed extensively in separate chapters. Handling
of cell arrays and structures is described clearly with
examples. Techniques of developing new MATLAB
programs using scripts and functions are explained in
a systematic way. File-handling techniques are also
demonstrated. Topics of two-dimensional graphics are
discussed with illustrative plots. GUI programming is
introduced in an easily understandable way.

A Guide to MATLAB
This is a short, focused introduction to MATLAB, a
comprehensive software system for mathematical
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and technical computing. It contains concise
explanations of essential MATLAB commands, as well
as easily understood instructions for using MATLAB's
programming features, graphical capabilities,
simulation models, and rich desktop interface. Written
for MATLAB 7, it can also be used with earlier (and
later) versions of MATLAB. This book teaches how to
graph functions, solve equations, manipulate images,
and much more. It contains explicit instructions for
using MATLAB's companion software, Simulink, which
allows graphical models to be built for dynamical
systems. MATLAB's new "publish" feature is
discussed, which allows mathematical computations
to be combined with text and graphics, to produce
polished, integrated, interactive documents. For the
beginner it explains everything needed to start using
MATLAB, while experienced users making the switch
to MATLAB 7 from an earlier version will also find
much useful information here.

MATLAB Guide, Third Edition
Written in a friendly, Beginner's Guide format,
showing the user how to use the digital media aspects
of Matlab (image, video, sound) in a practical, tutorialbased style.This is great for novice programmers in
any language who would like to use Matlab as a tool
for their image and video processing needs, and also
comes in handy for photographers or video editors
with even less programming experience wanting to
find an all-in-one tool for their tasks.

MATLAB Guide to Statistics
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Master MATLAB(r) step-by-step The MATLAB-- "MATrix
LABoratory"--computational environment offers a rich
set of capabilities to efficiently solve a variety of
complex analysis, simulation, and optimization
problems. Flexible, powerful, and relatively easy to
use, the MATLAB environment has become a standard
cost-effective tool within the engineering, science,
and technology communities. Excellent as a selfteaching guide for professionals as well as a textbook
for students, Engineering and Scientific Computations
Using MATLAB helps you fully understand the MATLAB
environment, build your skills, and apply its features
to a wide range of applications. Going beyond
traditional MATLAB user manuals and college texts,
Engineering and Scientific Computations Using
MATLAB guides you through the most important
aspects and basics of MATLAB programming and
problem-solving from fundamentals to practice.
Augmenting its discussion with a wealth of practical
worked-out examples and qualitative illustrations, this
book demonstrates MATLAB's capabilities and offers
step-by-step instructions on how to apply the theory
to a practical real-world problem. In particular, the
book features: * Coverage of a variety of complex
physical and engineering systems described by
nonlinear differential equations * Detailed application
of MATLAB to electromechanical systems MATLAB
files, scripts, and statements, as well as SIMULINK
models which can be easily modified for applicationspecific problems encountered in practice Readable,
user-friendly, and comprehensive in scope this is a
welcome introduction to MATLAB for those new to the
program and an ideal companion for engineers
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seeking in-depth mastery of the high-performance
MATLAB environment.

Numerical Methods and Optimization
The Student Edition of MATLAB
This manual describes the usage of the accompanying
freely available Matlab program for estimation and
testing in the fractionally cointegrated vector
autoregressive (FCVAR) model. This program replaces
an earlier Matlab program by Nielsen and Morin
(2014), and although the present Matlab program is
not compatible with the earlier one, we encourage
use of the new program.

MATLAB PROGRAMMING
Mathematics of Computing -- Mathematical Software.

MATLAB Guide to Finite Elements
A Guide to MATLAB
This is a simple book on Statistics using MATLAB .
There is a review of MATLAB in the first few chapters
followed by four chapters on Statistics. This topic is
very important for students and researchers in fields
such as biological sciences, behavioral sciences,
psychological sciences, marine science, etc. Two
"statistics" chapters cover the basics of measures of
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central tendency, measures of dispersion, and
graphical means of statistical output. There is no
coverage of probability theory - only basic statistical
concepts. The last two chapters cover the important
topic of regression analysis in some detail. I chose
this topic because regression analysis is the main
statistical tool used in building models. Some readers
even wanted me to include topics like hypothesis
testing and ANOVA, but I feel that these topics should
not be covered in a beginner's book. These topics can
be found fully illustrated in specialized MATLAB books
on statistics - check the updated list of references for
titles of three to four books in this regard. All four
chapters on statistics employ the various "statistics"
commands found in the main MATLAB package,
without resort to the specialized Statistics Toolbox . It
should also be noted that the Statistics Toolbox is
purchased separately from the MATLAB package and
consists of a set of advanced MATLAB commands for
specialized and advanced statistical tools, and these
are beyond the scope of this book. Numerous other
statistics toolboxes are also available on the market.

MATLAB: Application program interface
guide
An Engineer's Guide to MATLAB, 3/e, is an
authoritative guide to generating readable, compact,
and verifiably correct MATLAB programs. It is ideal for
undergraduate engineering courses in Mechanical,
Aeronautical, Civil, and Electrical engineering that
require/use MATLAB. This highly respected guide
helps students develop a strong working knowledge
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of MATLAB that can be used to solve a wide range of
engineering problems. Since solving these problems
usually involves writing relatively short, one-time-use
programs, the authors demonstrate how to effectively
develop programs that are compact yet readable,
easy to debug, and quick to execute. Emphasis is on
using MATLAB to obtain solutions to several classes of
engineering problems, so technical material is
presented in summary form only. The new edition has
been thoroughly revised and tested for software
release 2009.

The Student Edition of MATLAB
This e-book provides readers a short introductory
MATLAB® course oriented towards various
collaborative areas of biotechnology and bioscience.
The text concentrates on MATLAB® fundamentals
and gives examples of its application for various
problems in computational biology, molecular biology,
biokinetics, biomedicine, bioinformatics, and
biotechnology. MATLAB® is presented with examples
and applications to various school-level and advanced
life science / bioengineering problems - from growing
populations of microorganisms and population
dynamics, reaction kinetics and reagent
concentrations, predator-prey models, to data fitting
and time series analysis. The book is divided into 6
chapters containing material carefully selected and
tailored to teaching several groups of biotechnology
students. The topics are presented in a manner that
allows readers to proceed sequentially on the
strength of the preceding material. Primary MATLAB®
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for Life Sciences: A Guide for Beginners is essentially
a concise and comprehensive text that provides an
easy grasp and to-the-point access to the MATLAB®
tool to the community of life sciences and
bioengneering undergraduates and specialists.

MATLAB Guide to Fibonacci Numbers and
the Golden Ratio
A Practical Guide to Error-Control Coding
Using MATLAB
Engineering and Scientific Computations
Using MATLAB
MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a multi-paradigm
numerical computing environment and fourthgeneration programming language. A proprietary
programming language developed by MathWorks,
MATLAB allows matrix manipulations, plotting of
functions and data, implementation of algorithms,
creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with
programs written in other languages, including C,
C++, C#, Java, Fortran and Python. Although MATLAB
is intended primarily for numerical computing, an
optional toolbox uses the MuPAD symbolic engine,
allowing access to symbolic computing abilities. An
additional package, Simulink, adds graphical multidomain simulation and model-based design for
dynamic and embedded systems. In 2004, MATLAB
had around one million users across industry and
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academia. MATLAB users come from various
backgrounds of engineering, science, and economics.
This updated and expanded second edition of Book
provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject,
Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the
reader through the subject's core elements. A flowing
writing style combines with the use of illustrations
and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the
reader understands even the most complex of
concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a
required reading for all those interested in the subject
. We hope you find this book useful in shaping your
future career & Business.

A Guide to MATLAB Object-Oriented
Programming
MATLAB
After more than 20 years of development, MATLAB
has evolved from a powerful matrix calculation
application into a universal programming tool used
extensively within scientific and engineering
communities both commercial and academic. MATLAB
versions 6.x and 7.x include functionality for
developing advanced graphical user interfaces, GUIs,
and real-time animation and graphics. GUI
applications offer many advantages for users who
wish to solve complex problems by providing
interactivity and visual feedback. Some common
examples of application areas where GUI
development is desirable: .Image and Video
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Processing .Signal Processing .Communications
.Simulation of Complex Systems .Instrumentation and
Data Acquisition Interfaces .Control Systems
.Financial Analysis .Animation of 2D or 3D Graphical
Data This text introduces you to the capabilities of
MATLAB for GUI development and covers the
following areas in detail: .Handle Graphics(r)
programming and low-level GUIs .High-level GUI
development using GUIDE .The structure of GUIs
including event processing, callbacks, timers, and realtime animation of plots / data .Advanced GUI
architectures including multiple figure GUIs and
image mapped interface controls Instructional
examples and exercises are provided throughout
each chapter that offers a hands-on approach to
learning MATLAB GUI development. The M-file code
for each example and exercise solution is available for
download on the web to help you quickly learn how to
develop your own GUIs! About The Author Scott T.
Smith received his MSEE degree from SUNY at Buffalo
in the fields of image sensor applications and image
processing. He currently works for Micron Technology
Inc. in California as an Imaging Engineer and has 10
years of experience working with MATLAB and
developing GUI applications. Previous work
experience includes 3 years at the David Sarnoff
Research Center (Former RCA Research Labs) in
Princeton, NJ as an Associate Member of the Technical
Staff in the Advanced Imaging Group as well 3 years
as an R&D engineer for an X-ray/scientific imaging
company. He is a member of SPIE and IEEE and is an
author or co-author of several papers and patents in
the field of imaging.
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Visual Media Processing Using Matlab
Beginner's Guide
Matlab is used within nearly all investment banks and
is a requirement in most quant job ads. There is no
other book written for finance practitioners that
covers this Enables readers to implement financial
and econometric models in Matlab All central
concepts and theories are illustrated by Matlab
implementations which are accompanied by detailed
descriptions of the programming steps needed All
concepts and techniques are introduced from a basic
level Chapter 1 introduces Matlab and matrix algebra,
it serves to make the reader familiar with the use and
basic capabilities if Matlab. The chapter concludes
with a walkthrough of a linear regression model,
showing how Matlab can be used to solve an example
problem analytically and by the use of optimization
and simulation techniques Chapter 2 introduces
expected return and risk as central concepts in
finance theory using fixed income instruments as
examples, the chapter illustrates how risk measures
such as standard deviation, Modified duration, VaR,
and expected shortfall can be calculated empirically
and in closed form Chapter 3 introduces the concept
of diversification and illustrates how the efficient
investment frontier can be derived - a Matlab is
developed that can be used to calculate a given
number of portfolios that lie on an efficient frontier,
the chapter also introduces the CAPM Chapter 4
introduces econometric tools: principle component
analysis is presented and used as a prelude to yieldcurve factor models. The Nelson-Siegel model is used
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to introduce the Kalman-Filter as a way to add timeseries dynamics to the evolution of yield curves over
time, time series models such as Vector
Autoregression and regime-switching are also
presented Supported by a website with online
resources - www.kennyholm.com where all Matlab
programs referred to in the text can be downloaded.
The site also contains lecture slides and answers to
end of chapter exercises

MATLAB: User's guide
The MATLAB Handbook
Presents numerical methods for reservoir simulation,
with efficient implementation and examples using
widely-used online open-source code, for researchers,
professionals and advanced students. This title is also
available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.

MATLAB Guide
This practical resource provides you with a
comprehensive understanding of error control coding,
an essential and widely applied area in modern digital
communications. The goal of error control coding is to
encode information in such a way that even if the
channel (or storage medium) introduces errors, the
receiver can correct the errors and recover the
original transmitted information. This book includes
the most useful modern and classic codes, including
block, Reed Solomon, convolutional, turbo, and LDPC
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codes.You find clear guidance on code construction,
decoding algorithms, and error correcting
performances. Moreover, this unique book introduces
computer simulations integrally to help you master
key concepts. Including a companion DVD with
MATLAB programs and supported with over 540
equations, this hands-on reference provides you with
an in-depth treatment of a wide range of practical
implementation issues.

MATLAB Guide
A Guide to MATLAB Object-Oriented Programming is
the first book to deliver broad coverage of the
documented and undocumented object-oriented
features of MATLAB. Unlike the typical approach of
other resources, this guide explains why each feature
is important, demonstrates how each feature is used,
and promotes an understanding of
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